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A message from



Hale Dwosk in In 1952, at age 42, a wealthy New York physicist and entrepreneur was sent home to die . His body was riddled riddled with disease diseas e and a nd he had less than tw two weeks to live. C onfounded by his his condition, he dec decided ided to “figure “figure out” how to cure himself. A short short time later, that man, Lester Levenson, discovered somethin somethin g so transf ormative ormative that he rid himself of all his ph ysical and entered a state of profoun d peace that never never left left himthrough the day he died died on J anuary 18, 1994 1994 … an an problems and amazing 42 years later. What Lester discovered has passed on to me, and now I would love to give it to you. I’m going to give it to you freely in these pages.  You  You won’ on’t have ave to buy a thing ing to get the process. rocess. It’ It’s my pleasure easure to give ive it away ever every y chan chance ce I get get,, ever every ywhere ere I can. can. So I am am giving it to you right here.



 Ar e yo u read y f or th is to be yo ur wo rl d?  This  This is a worl orld of happ appiness iness an and peace eace of mind ind … of of fin financi ancial al free freed dom … of heal ealth so vital ital it’ it’s bu burstin rsting g out out of you … of of lovin oving g relationships relationships … of enjoying enjoying life … of joy that that is there there for f or no reason rea son except that that you are alive and aware. Are you interested in a simple technique that hundreds of thousands of people worldwide have used to… Say goodbye goodbye to fear, stress s tress and anxiety—even iety—even panic attacks Release anger problems Create lasting wealth and abundance Lose even long-standing depression Get rid of chronic physical pain



Kick addicti ons… Lose weight… Stop smoking smoking Remove Remove subcon sciou s blocks to having the life you desire



This isn’t a bunch of gobbledygook. Harvard Ha rvard and distin guished psychiatrists m arve arvell at it. Dr. Richard R ichard J . Davidson of the the Stat S tate e Univ U nivers ersity ity of New N ew York York in collaboration with Dr. David C. McC M cClellan lelland d of Harvard Harvard University conducted research using the technique that Lester discovered. They put participants into high stress situations and then measured eas ured the the resul res ults. ts. The T he control group tthat hat used the the secrets— s ecrets—secrets revealed to you in this report—showed an astonish ing 360% 360% improvement improvement i n heart rate over those not using it.
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Dr. Shelley Uram, a well-known psychiatrist, writes: “I was astounded to find how quickly this deceptively simple techniqu e could affect some of the same realizations and changes in my sense of well-being that would have taken psychoanalysis much, much longer to accomplish.”



Okay, what “ deceptively sim ple technique”? Lester has bequeathed his method to me. And I am giving it to you. We call it The Sedona Method . We live in the real world, with real problems … and, thank goodness, real solutions .  The secret isn’t complicated. One of its key benefits is its simplicity! So howDO you get at it and use it? I’ll name it here, in five words:



Your natural ability to release.



This i s what happened to Lester… Since he was going to die , Lester decided to “release”—or let go of—every anxiety, troubling memory, disapproval of himself, being the victim to what others thought of him, his feeling out of control of his mind and his life, his feelings of being unimportant, his feelings of loneliness—and every other feeling that could cause anxiety, tension or stress. For three months straight, Lester sat and released, and released, and released—relieving himself of every feeling, both good



and bad, until he found a profound “centeredness” that left him with such a profound internal peace that jus t be in g i n h is



company was a w ondrous experience. That’s how I met Lester. I was sitting at a table with several other people when I noticed this man who emanated an aura of peace and serenity —a calmness completely foreign to me at the time. I was a New Yorker of the fullest magnitude. High strung, stressed out, never getting or having enough, full of negative self-talk, desperately seeking answers and busy, busy, busy. Lester gazed over at me at one point and I felt this peace wash over me. He smiled a little half smile at me, a mere acknowledgement of the best side of me. I was total stranger to him and yet it felt as though he were an old friend I’d known for a very long time. Wow. What a trip .



Humans can’t connect like this, can they? Imagine a world where everyone who meets you wants to be your friend. Where you spot the very best in people and so something in YOU brings that out of them. Others are drawn to you just because of the natural “vibe” you give off. You know what I’m saying. Ever meet someone and you just think to yourself: “Wow, that person has such great energy!” Being a New Yorker, I flat out asked Lester: “You seem like you’re really at peace, what’s your secret ?” He half smiled again and said he would be glad to share his secret with me in a class that was starting the very next weekend. All he said was, “You spend four days releasing .” What the heck did that mean? I had no idea what he was talking about. As the saying goes, when the student is ready, the teacher will appear. I guess I was ready. I felt that if this process of “releasing” could give me even a little of what he was obviously experiencing, I wanted that as soon as possible. I was a little nervous, but I made it a point to arrange my life to do the four days. I was amazed when I took the class that very next weekend how quickly all the chains t hat were holding me back simply dropped away. Life-long troubles dissolved, tremendous internal conflict began to ebb away. Abundance began rushing into my life. But more importantly, I was given the tools for how to build a life filled with peace, grace, abundance, and yes, joy—pure joy.



Is pure joy even possible? Before I discovered Lester’s techniques, I had known few, if any, fleeting moments of joy. Now I can experience joy any time I want. I can be doing my morning workout and just taking in the view from my workout room, and feel joy and peace wash over me. I can be looking at you, seeing your very best side and just rejoice in your personal greatness.



We all have personal greatness and joy with in u s. We just h ave to release the chains t hat bind it . I was so amazed after even the first four days at the “releasing” event that right then and there I knew, with absolute certainty, that sharing and teaching Lester’s secret was my life-long destiny. Now over three decades later, I have never wavered.
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The secret unfolds What Lester discovered in his early days while facing death has now become a method of improving every aspect of your life.  This method, simple as can be, is respected and used by hundreds of thousands of people worldwide, including some of the most recognized authorities in the field of self-development like J ack Canfield of Chicken Soup for the Soul, J ohn Gray of Men  Are from Mars and Women Are from Venus, and, of course, Paul Scheele.  This method will give you unique abilities to rid yourself of every negative and destruct ive emotion you’ve had throughout your life.  Yes, a lifetime of anxiety, unrest, self-criticism and bad habits can simply be “released” fromyour being, giving you great peace,  joy and abundance. Yes, abundance.



How does all this g ive me abundance?  Abun dan ce i s part of t he n atu ral des ig n of l ife. You’re the one that gets in the way of having more and enjoying it. Picture your mind like a computer for a moment. And this computer mind is constantly making billions of calculations. It’s busy, busy, busy. Stanford studies have concluded that 90% of all self-talk is negative. 90% of what you are saying to yourself, inside your own mind, is self-critical. “Why can’t I be better at this? I wish I looked better. I’m too fat-thin-tall-short…Why do I always have such bad luck? I’m not making enough mone y. Why can’t I find true love? Why can’t I be rich like others?“—and so on… Pure anxiety. Other methods of mental manipulation teach you to interrupt these patterns and try to replace them with new patterns. But what I’ve found is that they will then manifest somewhere else. Any thought you simply “cover up” or suppress will manifest somewhere else and it will be destructive when it does. Using these other techniques will simply make the negative impressions show up in other areas of your life.  The Sedona Method is just so simple. You simply “release” these negative thoughts and feelings wherever they arise, whenever they arise. And by doing all this—and I’m going to explain this even more in a moment—you create the space for you to manifest and be present for abundance in your life.



Have you seen or r ead “ The Secret” ? I am one of the 24 original Secret teachers featured in the book and DVD. From Oprah to Entertainment Tonight, The Secret became one of the fastest selling DVDs in history. It is still on the New York Times bestseller list after four years. Get this, more than one-half of the authors of The Secret are using The Sedona Method. Some call it “the secret to mastering The Secret.” They’ve discovered The Sedona Method’s power and ability to help you manifest abundance in your life by easily ridding yourself of negative and disempowering thoughts and feelings. I think that is the missing ingredient in The Secret. The Secret talks of the law of attraction—that every thought manifests some reality of like vibration. So if 90% of your thoughts and feelings are negative, that’s why most of us do not live the life we desire.



When you combine The Secret wi th Th e Sedona Method , which helps you rid yourself of all your negative thoughts and emotions, you get the most powerful combination of factors to help you manifest abundance in your life. Otherwise, all this self-talk can be very unhealthy for you. Destructive even. Not just on a financial and emotional level, but even on a health level. Disease is caused by dis-ease—a lack of ease in your being. Certainly, one of the causes can be all this negative self-talk—all these “programs” running wildly in your brain.  Think about it, 90% unhealthy activity going on in your brain influencing and poisoning every cell in your body, this can’tbe good for you…



You say m y cells are poisoned? Do you know how much power over your life your thoughts and feelings really have? A study was conducted in which scientists froze two bottles of water. On one, the scientists put the label: “I hate you, die.” On the other they wrote, “I love you, you are pur e love .” They then looked at the water under a microscope. The scientists conducting the experiment stepped back in awe. They then looked up close again. What they saw was that the water that was marked “I hate you, die” had actually changed its molecular structu re to dark, yellowish circles. The water looked diseased and nasty. Now get this. The water that was labeled “I love you, you are pure love”
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looked like beautiful snowflakes. The molecular structure of the water had transformed into large white patterns of crystalline beauty—astonishing, breathtaking patterns and shapes of beauty. So imagine what all this self-talk, running all the time—90% negative—does to your health, your molecular structure, your skin, bones, organs, blood and so on. And to your ability to attract all the right things into your life.



So how in the world do I get rid of all the negativity in m y life? Okay, here’s where it gets so simple, a part of you will not believe it. And when I first heard this from Lester, I thought to myself, “It just can’t be that easy.” So what do you do with all this negativity running in your head and messing up your life?



You simply acknowledge it and release it. That’s all. In addition to being a successful businessman, Lester was a physicist-engineer by training. He understood that “anything you resist, persists.” That “whatever you focus on expands.” Psychotherapy can take years and years. I’ve mentioned the other techniques that teach you to interrupt negative patterns in which you try to force yourself to think, feel and act more positively. This is like trying to do a Ninja mind trick, putting even more busy programs to work in your mind, creating layer upon layer of noise in your already over-active and tired mind.



What about dru gs? Drugs numb the noise level of the programs playing in your brain, but the programs are still there and still running. They’re not gone, they’re still messing with you—just with less noise. There’s a MUC H better way. Lester discovered that all that is not necessary. All Lester did was welcome in the noise, which right there quieted it, and then he released it.



Let’s do it right now. See for yourself… Let’s start with something small. Some point of anxiety or “dis-ease” in your life right now. Let’s say you are worried about a meeting you’re going to have. Or wanting to impress someone important to you … could be a date, a boss, a co-worker or an in-law. Or you have some fear of something right now. A bill you can’t pay, a report or paper you have to finish, something you keep putting off… any point of anxiety. Choose something small for now, but real. A real feeling or emotion you may be experiencing that is not positive. For the purpose of fully explaining this, let’s say that you feel some dis-ease about meeting someone important in your life. Take these steps: 1. First, ask yourself: “Could I welcome whatever I’m feeling?” (When you welcome it, you immediately reduce its negative impact to some degree. Try it, you’ll see it work.) 2. Then, ask yourself: “Could I let it go?” (If your first answer is “no,” then ask yourself, “J ust for now, for this moment, could I let this feeling go as best I can?” Get to where you can say “yes,” and the minute you do, you’ll feel the feeling lessen.) 3. Now, ask yourself: “Would I let this feeling go?” (Hint, if you are struggling to get to a “yes,” ask yourself: “Would I rather hold onto this problem or this suffering or would I rather be free and have my goal?”) 4. Finally, ask yourself: “When?” (Hint, the answer is NOW!) Do not read any further. Stop right now and do this exercise with some point of anxiety or stress in your life.



If you did this exercise, you felt the point of anxiety lessen, perhaps even melt away entirely. You will note that if you KEEP releasing on that point, you can get to where the anxiety is simply gone. And if you go deeper with my home-study course, you’ll be amazed at what can happen. You can order here, or keep reading.



 A case s tu dy, so m ething pr actic al A man came to one of our programs because he was always in emotional turmoil. He had become financially successful, but he was never happy, experienced joy only occasionally, and felt like his life was never good enough. We helped him release on three levels: wealth, health, and relationships—and his life began to transform. Within the first month of releasing, he experienced four days of pure joy—more than he had had his entire life! Here’s another: A 45-year-old woman learned to release through my audio self-study program. She had struggled with anxiety and depression since she was a teenager despite constant medication. Af ter ju st 6 week s her doctor greatly reduced her
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medication. But that was just the beginning. She also let go of her addiction to ice cream and lost enough weight to go down two dress sizes. Plus, she healed her relationsh ip w ith her estranged teenage son . They were finally speaking again. Another woman had been owed $45,000.00 from a family member for over 20 years and she was still quite upset about it. She decided to release her feelings of betrayal and disappointment about not getting her money back just so she could feel better. She felt this long-held weight in her body and mind just dissolve, took no further action, and forgot about the whole thing. A week later she received a check in the mail for the wh ole amount from this person. It was dated the same day that she had released her feelings about the situation.



Tell me m ore about health and abundance I think you can already see, feel and experience how The Sedona Method can help you be healthier. As you do more and more releasing, you rid yourself of more and more of those negative programs running in your mind—each one poisoning your cells.  The Sedona Method can really help you “ release” all thos e negative programs th at are making you f eel i ll at ease or “dis-eased.” While I can’t promise that symptoms will disappear, we’ve heard from enough people to encourage you to release, release, release to see what mightbe possible. And abundance. The Sedona Method helps you get out of your own way so that abundance can pour into your life.  Think of life as being like a river—and you are being carried through life by that river whose natural flowis abundance, health, joy and prosperity. But your own head, your own considerations and doubts and fears, get in the way. This stops the natural flow of  all good things from filling your life with all that you are seeking.



Lester gave away all his w ealth After Lester spent three months releasing all his baggage, he found that he could manifest anything he needed. He had rid himself of so much of the resistance that gets in the way of living in abundance that he became like a powerful electromagnet, able to attract or manifest what he wanted. He had tapped into something extraordinary and was now able to draw from it anything h e wanted in his lif e. Lester put his ideas to the test fifty some years ago, before any of the infomercials touted the idea of no-money down. Lester was able to buy large apartment buildings without spending a dime of his own money. He amassed a sizable fortune and, because he knew he could easily recreate it, he then simply gave it all away. Manifestation is easy when your mind is clear of the thousands of  negative programs constantly running in your brain.



When you can rid yourself of all the baggage, you have unimaginable power and joy.



 Ar e yo u read y t o let a li ttl e abu nd anc e, peace, l ov e and joy in ri gh t no w?  J ust for now, can you quiet your mind? Welcome in all the chatter—then release it. Do that a few times. Also, try welcoming in the silence around the mind chatter. That is another powerful method of quieting your mind. Now let me guide you. An sw er t hese ques ti on s w ith a “ yes” or “ no .” If you say your answers out loud, you’ll experience something profoundly positive. Are you willing to live a life of abundance, peace, love and joy? Can you allow yourself to be open to more abundance, peace, love and joy, right now? Can you just let in abundance, peace, love and joy into your life right now? J ust welcome it? Can you express gratitude for that abundance? (Gratitude increases the law of attraction.) Do this nowas best you can, say: “Thank you for the abundance, peace, love and joy pouring into my life.” Can you close your eyes and just acknowledge that you have let in a little abundance, peace, love and joy?



How to get more advanced and get anything you desire In this letter, I have revealed to you the most basic level of releasing and it’s a great gift when you apply it. Over the years, I have continued to improve, broaden, and more expertly explain, define, and utilize The Sedona Method. I have distilled The Sedona Method into four seminars. Folks from all over the world come to me to take these seminars. But you don’t have to.  You see, I’ve put themall onto CDs so that you can receive all of the benefits without traveling, hotels, and tuitions. It makes it so
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easy and so affordable.  These four are:  The Sedona Method – Mastering the Basics Effortless Wealth and Success Effortless Relationships Effortless Health and Well-being In these CDs you will get rid of those busy, busy, busy negative programs playing in your brain.  You will CLEAN up all the baggage that holds you back and hampers your natural ability to manifest great things in your life.  You will learn all the various ways to use this phenomenal life-affirming method of positive transformation.  This is really the most advanced and comprehensive The Sedona Method program ever offered, and I hope you will take me up on a special offer to get it for yourself today.



Unconditional g uarantee of your satisfaction I absolutely guarantee that if you listen to this group of masterfully prepared CDs— and wh at could be easier than sitt ing



back and l istening —you’ll quickly perceive how ridiculously easy it is for you to master and use The Sedona Method. And that’s just the beginning, because… I absolutely know that if you agree to use what you’ve discovered for a short, reasonable amount of time—say, six weeks—you’ll immediately see for yourself that: 1.  You will be more successful. 2.  You will be far, far less stressed. 3.  You will be on your way to bubbling good health and well-being. 4.  You will be on your way to more rewarding relationships. And all of these will last for decades because, as you use The Sedona Method, you’ll find you’re better and better at it. What I am describing is exactly what my own experience has been. (Not to mention the experience of hundreds of thousands of  other people worldwide just like you.) I’ve been lucky enough to have heard and seen the master, Lester Levenson, himself. You’ll be lucky enough to have his secrets in permanent form, to own and enjoy for the rest of your long and successful life. Like everything else I’m describing to you today, the guarantee is simple. Take four full weeks to listen to the CDs. Take a “test drive” to use these clear, dynamic, and truly astounding principles. If, at the end of that time you aren’t convinced that your life has changed for the better, If you are not satisfied with your experience, you just call us toll-free, send back all the materials, and we will issue you a 100% refund for the price of the program.  This is not just a program for today or even for the next 30 days. This is a program for life. You knowthat mastery requires repetition. So what I’m going to recommend is that you repeat this program on a regular basis. You will gain more each time you listen to it. As you begin to utilize The Sedona Method and see the results manifesting in every area of your life, you will realize that you have discovered a life-long journey of self-improvement and the art of increasing the joy of being alive. Do you have to listen to all of the CDs right away? No, no, no, no, no. Begin by listening to the six CDs of the basic course. Followalong, and do the process as you’re listening.  Then when you are ready, whether right away or three months later or a year later, do one of the other courses. Perhaps Wealth and Success is your focus, or Relationships, or Health and Well-being. It doesn’t matter at all. Those three courses are with you when you are ready! No hurry at all.
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Is one of th ese successes you? Richard Preston of Boston writes us: “I have no more craving of alcohol and drugs, which for the last 15 years have run my life.” L.B., Los Angeles, CA: “The most beautiful gain of all, and this one I can hardly write, it brings me so much joy—I feel I am finally free of the cervical cancer that threatened my ability to choose whether to have children or not.” Royette Monr oe of Los Angeles writes us: “I am happy to tell you that I have made the biggest gain so far. At last, I have finally quit smoking—something that I felt only a miracle would accomplish.” J. Kiltoff , Lacy, WA writes us: “After years of suffering through bouts of depression sometimes lasting weeks to a month, my life has improved seemingly overnight. The Sedona Method has stabilized my moods far better than drugs. I can’t believe how much better I feel about life in general.” I’m certainly not suggesting that you have a problem with smoking or tranquilizers. But I’m quite, quite confident in telling you that you, too, will feel better than you’ve felt for many years. (Everybody who uses The Sedona Method does.)



You’ ll receive an easy-to-follow 198-page workb ook and my New York Times bestselling book!  Your workbook is a hearty, robust guide that will help strengthen every aspect of the spectacular experience you are about to undertake. Plus, I am going to include my New York Times best-selling book The Sedona Method: Your Key to Lasting H appiness, Success, Peace and Emotional Well-being. Together they are valued at over $70.00 and you are welcome to use them to go deeper and deeper. At your own pace. When you are ready.



Free online viewing of the Letting Go film! I’m really excited about this. When you order today, you will get a free viewing of my feature film called Letting Go. While watching this movie you’ll be able to explore The Sedona Method and try out the process. It’s a great way to get started until the CD course arrives! I certainly should mention: Among the thousands who have profited directly from Lester Levenson and Sedona Training Associates are celebrities such as J oan Collins, Mariel Hemingway, J ohn Gray, C heryl Richardson, Mark Victor Hansen, Brian  Tracy, Barry Farber, Lama Surya Das, and executives fromcompanies such as AT&T, Marriott, and Chase Manhattan Bank.  You’re in good company.  J ack Canfield said: “Through my work with Chicken Soup for the Soul and through my Self-Esteem Seminars, I have been exposed to many self-improvement techniques and processes. This one stands head and shoulders above the res t for the ease of its use, its profound impact, and the speed with which it produces results. The Sedona Method is a vastly accelerated way of letting go of feelings like anger, frustration, jealousy, anxiety, stress, and fear, as well as many other problems—even physical pain—with which almost everybody struggles at one time or another.” J ack is the co-creator of the #1 New York Times Best Selling series Chicken Soup for the Soul.



What can you expect to happen in you r li fe? First of all, you’ll be taking charge of your li fe . I know that sounds very generalized, but that’s because I don’t know what’s driving or pressing you. I do know, from thousands of experiences, that you’ll be back in control. A graduate from Half Moon Bay, CA writes us: “I have released a perpetual knot in my stomach. It has helped me to overcome panic attacks. It has cured my fear of driving over bridges.” Next, you’ll see an improvement in your health. You may think you’re the picture of health. Maybe you are. But whether it’s losing unwanted weight, having greater energy or sexual vitality, or being freed from the threat of a condition more severe, the results have been there for others. The results WILL be there for you.  J ohn L. Kemeny, M.D., of the Columbia University Medical School, writes us: “I consider The Sedona Method to be the best contribution to preventive medicine that I have seen in my twenty-five years of interest in the field. I am amazed at the simplicity of the training and its effectiveness.”  You’ll gain a competitive edge. You’ll take the initiative, and win, in business. And I honestly believe that it is no coincidence that half way through your tapes I enjoyed a “miracle” that made me a millionaire overnight—literally. Robert Dial, Tampa, FL
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 You’ll bask in calmness and clarity, on a level you never dreamed possible. You’ll handle whatever life throws at you smoothly and with supreme confidence.  J ames Wanner writes us: “The most significant gain is that I have had long-standing anxiety and guilt complexes (for which I had tried psychotherapy, medication, meditation and hypnosis) clear up. Some of these have been with me for 20 years.”  You’ll have the kind of energy you had when you were young and carefree … energy for sports, for life, for love. David Dale of British Columbia writes us: “My productivity and focus in work has increased 200 percent. I have gotten more done over the last four weeks than I have in the previous four months. I am feeling in control in my working relationships. Interesting and exciting opportunities are also taking shape.”  You will have the kind of relationships you have always wanted… open, honest and direct and yes, even loving with those you are close to. Susan McClure of WA writes: “I now experience more love and harmony in my relationship with my husband. He once said he had no experience with things getting better, they always seemed to get worse. He’s now incredibly grateful for the wonderful relationship we have.”  You will truly begin to master life in every sense of that powerful word. You will release yourself fromobstacles that most people don’t know how to overcome. You will possess that miraculous combination of inn er peace and positive con trol . Louis Ormont, Ph.D., of the Psychology Department of Adelphi University, writes us: “I have looked into other methods of  stress management before finding The Sedona Method, but have not discovered anything else so simple, powerful, and rapidly effective. The most appealing features of the Method for me are the absence of an imposed belief system and the fact that people can use it completely on their own with great success.”



Did you notice the words “ rapidly effective” i n Dr. Orm ont’s comm ent?  That’s a major key! You w on’t have to w ait for month s or years to s ee resul ts . Results can be immediate. As a matter of  fact, it will be the results you feel that keep you moving from one CD to the next. I would like to send you the complete S edona Method Course plus the three courses of Effortless Wealth and Success, Effortless Relationships, and Effortless Health and Well-being audio programs. I’ll also s end you the workbook that helps you evolve—personally, professionally, and financially. Everyone knows that results increase as you do actual exercises. This book takes you through the exercises from the CDs designed to get you the results you desire.



Everything is yours at a huge discount If you had time to take the four three-day seminars that these C Ds came from you would pay more than $2,400 to learn plus your travel expenses. The good news is the special package price of the audio version of all four courses is a reasonable $388.00. But you don’t pay that. No, you don’t pay that for two separate reasons: First, you are not reading this by accident. You’ve needed this program your entire life and now it has found its way to you. I really and truly want you to have every reason to profit from the The Sedona Method. So instead of the standard $388.00, everythin g I’ve discu ssed is yours for ju st 8 payments of $30, plus shipping and applicable sales tax. That’s a $148 savings, plus you can pay for it interest-free over eight months. Sandy Gabin of New York lost 90 unwanted pounds. After years of being unable to sleep all night, Rosella Schroeder of Dubuque now is able to get a good night’s sleep. Kay O’Connor of New York increased her real estate commissions by well over $100,000 a year. What will your story be?



No one can li ve your life for you Ultimately you are the one in charge. You are the decision-maker. You decide whether to continue as things are or to take a look at The Sedona Method to skyrocket up the ladder.
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When you think to yourself, “Well, he’s right in one respect: What do I have to lose?” … and order on our Safe and Secure website today (or give us a call), then believe me, spectacular results will be on your horizon. The Sedona Method has worked for others. It will work for you. Warmest regards,



Hale Dwoskin President, Sedona Training Associates



 The Sedona Method 4-in1 Supercourse  The scientifically validated Sedona Method will enable you to quickly and easily let go of anything holding you back fromfinancial abundance, emotional wellness, improved relationships and radiant health. With your Sedona Method plus Effortless Wealth and Success, Effortless Relationships and Effortless Health and Well-being course, you will receive:



 The complete program on 20 CDs in a beautifully packaged vinyl album A complete 198-page workbook - a $30.00 value - filled with exercises that help you get the most from these four programs Free 24-hour-a-day, 7-days-a-week support through The Worldwide Releasing Community A copy of the New York Times best-selling book The Sedona Method by Hale Dwoskin  The entire course, including the bonuses, is also available in digital format as downloadable audio, video, and pdf files. Choose the “MP3″ option when ordering.



Order the course today Use the links belowto order on our secure website or call toll-free at 1-888-282-5656 It’s just 8 payments of $30 to get The Sedona Method Supercourse right now (you s ave 38% off the regular retail pric e!). Plus you wil l receive a bonus on lin e viewin g of the feature-length Sedona Method movie, Letting Go .  The Sedona Method Supercourse comes with our 30 day money-back satisfaction guarantee and access to our worldwide community forum for support and encouragement.



Copyright ©2013 Sedona Training Associates - 2000 Plymouth Road, Suite 300, Minnetonka, Minnesota 55305
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